In this paper we investigate the decidability of history-preserving bisimilarity (HPB) and hereditary history-preserving bisimilarity (HHPB) for basic parallel processes (BPP). We find that both notions are decidable for this class of infinite systems, and present tableaubased decision procedures. The first result is not new but has already been established via the decidability of causal bisimilarity, a notion that is equivalent to HPB. We shall see that our decision procedure is similar to Christensen's proof of the decidability of distributed bisimilarity, which leads us to the coincidence between HPB and distributed bisimilarity for BPP. The decidability of HHPB is a new result. This result is especially interesting, since the decidability of HHPB for finite-state systems has been a long-standing open problem which has recently been shown to be undecidable.
Introduction
One important problem in the verification of concurrent systems is to check whether two given systems E and F are equivalent under a given notion of behavioural equivalence. In the world of finite-state systems this verification problem is decidable for the standard equivalences, since one can theoretically proceed by exhaustive search. The challenge lies then in finding algorithms of low complexity.
For infinite-state systems the equivalence problem cannot be decidable in general, due to the theoretical limits set by the halting problem. However, restricted classes of infinite systems have been defined and investigated, and in the interleaving world many interesting and often surprising results have already been established [23] . For example, in [9] it has been shown that classical bisimilarity is decidable for the class of basic parallel processes (BPP).
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Basic Parallel Processes
We start with the definition of basic parallel processes (BPP) following [8] .
Definition 2.1 Let Act = fa b c : : :g be a countably infinite set of atomic actions, and let V a r = fX Y Z :::g be a countably infinite set of process variables. BPP process expressions are given by the following grammar: E ::= 0 (inaction) j X (process variable, X 2 V a r ) j a:E (action prefix, a 2 Act) j E + E (choice) j E jj E (parallel merge)
A BPP E is a finite family of recursive process equations E = fX i def = E i : i = 1 2 : : : n g, where the X i are distinct variables and the E i are BPP process expressions only containing variables of the set V a r (E) = fX 1 X 2 : : : X n g.
We define the variable X 1 to be the leading variable of E, and X 1 def = E 1 to be the leading equation of E, correspondingly.
A process expression E is guarded iff every variable in E occurs within the scope of action prefix. We say a BPP E = fX i def = E i : i = 1 2 : : : n g is guarded iff each E i is guarded. In the following we shall only consider guarded BPP.
In the interleaving world one usually considers BPP in so-called full standard form only. The characteristic of a BPP E in full standard form is that every defining expression E i is of the form P n i j=1 a ij : ij , where each ij is a parallel merge of variables of E. The concept originates from [8] , and there it has also been shown that every BPP can be effectively transformed into a bisimilar BPP in full standard form. Hence, in the interleaving world it is indeed justified to deal with such BPPs only. This is not valid for the truly-concurrent world, since the transformation relies on the validity of the expansion law. To handle BPP efficiently under partial order semantics, we need to develop a new kind of normal form.
Execution Normal Form.
I suggest a very simple normal form, the so-called execution normal form (ENF). A BPP is in ENF if in every defining expression every variable occurrence is immediately guarded and every action prefix is directly followed by a variable.
Hence, a ENF process expression is based on subexpressions of the form a:X or 0, which are arbitrarily nested by choice and parallel merge.
We call this normal form "execution normal form" because all the actions occurring in an ENF expression are enabled, and so one can easily read from an expression which actions can be executed next. As we shall see later in our proofs, ENF is especially suited for partial order semantics.
Froschle Definition 2. 2 The class of BPP expressions in execution normal form (short: ENF expressions) is defined by the following grammar E ::= 0 j a:X j E + E j E jj E :
A BPP E = fX i def = E i : i = 1 2 : : : n g is defined to be in ENF iff every expression E i is in ENF.
Execution normal form is very unrestricted in that every BPP can effectively be transformed into a BPP in ENF by using operations, that only affect the appearance of the set of defining equations and do not rely on any semantic laws.
Lemma 2.3
Every BPP can effectively be transformed into a BPP in ENF by a sequence of operations that only affect the appearance of the set of defining equations.
Proof. The only operations we need to transform a BPP into a BPP in ENF are: introduction of new variables, substitution of new variables for subexpressions, and unfolding of variables. Since we consider only guarded BPP the termination of the transformation is guaranteed.
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It is clear that any semantic equivalence of interest is preserved under such operations. Hence, when in the following we restrict ourselves to BPP in ENF, we still cover the whole class of BPP.
BPP in ENF with Labelling.
We would like to distinguish between different occurrences of the same action in an ENF expression. We can do this by employing labelled transitions 2 instead of actions.
Definition 2.4
Let T be a countably infinite set of transitions. We redefine ENF expressions by the grammar E ::= 0 j t:X j E + E j E jj E where t 2 T.
We define the transitions of an ENF expression E as T(E) = ft j for some X, t:X is a subexpression of Eg.
We redefine a BPP in ENF E to be a pair ( E l E ), where E = fX i def = E i : i = 1 2 : : : n g is a finite family of process equations such that every E i is in ENF, and for each t there is at most one subexpression of the form "t:X" in the E i . l E : S E i T(E i ) ! Act is the labelling function. Let E be a ENF expression. We define the base expressions of E to be the set BaseE(E) = fE From now on we only consider BPP in ENF with labelling. It is clear that each BPP can easily be given as such a BPP, just as well.
We shall often assume the family of defining equations and the labelling function to be given implicitly. Thus, whenever we speak of an ENF expression E, we assume E to be a defining expression of an implicit BPP in ENF. Note that this guarantees that the transitions of E are distinct.
In the following we sometimes regard an expression E as a BPP, namely the one defined by the underlying implicit BPP with the leading expression set to E. We usually use E and F to denote ENF expressions, and E and F to denote the underlying BPPs.
As another convention we shall identify BPP expressions up to structural congruence, i.e. associativity, commutativity, and 0 absorption of choice and parallel merge.
Partial Order Semantics for BPP
We now give partial order semantics to BPP. Similar to [13] we do this by translating every BPP in ENF into a labelled occurrence net, which gives us the unfolding of the BPP. In [13] BPPs are first translated into a P/T net representation, which is then transformed into its unfolding via the standard partial order semantics for P/T nets given in [11] . Here we give a direct translation from BPP into occurrence nets since it is not clear what the correct P/T net representation for BPP in ENF would be (compare section 6). Let us first introduce the necessary Petri net terminology.
Petri net terminology.
Most of our definitions follow [13] , sometimes they are slightly changed reflecting that we only consider nets without weights.
A labelled net N is a tuple (S N T N F N l N ), where S N is the set of places, T N is the set of transitions, F N : ( S N T N ) (T N S N ) ! f 0 1g is the flow relation, and l N : S N T N ! Act is the labelling function, where Act is a set of actions.
The pre-set of an element x 2 S N T N , x, is defined by fy j F N (y x) > 0g, the post-set of x, x , similarly is fy j F N (x y) > 0g. for every s 2 S N . Thus, in 1-safe nets a marking can be viewed as a set of places.
Let (S N T N F N l N ) be a net and let x 1 x 2 2 S N T N . We say x 1 and x 2 are in conflict, denoted by x 1 #x 2 , if there exist distinct transitions t 1 t 2 2 T N such that t 1 \ t 2 6 = , and there exist paths in the net leading from t 1 to x 1 , and from t 2 to x 2 . x 2 S N T N is in self-conflict iff x#x. Note that this definition of conflict is not intuitive for general nets, but in the context of our semantics we think of 1-safe occurrence nets.
A labelled occurrence net 3 is an acyclic net N = ( B N E N F N l N ) such that: for every b 2 B N , j bj 1, N is finitely preceded, i. e., for every x 2 B N E N , the set of elements y 2 B N E N such that there exists a path from y to x is finite, no e 2 E N is in self-conflict.
Note that we call the places of occurrence nets conditions, and the transitions events. For two elements x y 2 B N E N we define x N y iff there exists a path from x to y. Since occurrence nets are acyclic, it is clear that N is a partial order. We denote the set of minimal elements of N by N , and the set of maximal elements by N , respectively.
Our translation from BPP to occurrence nets uses two types of composition for nets, the parallel merge of two nets, and the choice composition of two nets.
Definition 2.5
For both constructions we need the disjoint union of two nets N 1 N 2 . It is defined by
In the parallel merge of two nets we simply juxtapose the nets. This amounts to the disjoint union, and so we define:
We define the choice composition only for acyclic nets. The idea is that the
depending on the choice of the first transition. If the nets are labelled we require that the labels of N 1 N 2 are all identical. The choice composition is then given by
We use occurrence nets in the sense of [25] allowing forwards conflict. Figure 1 shows the algorithm that translates a BPP E into its unfolding U n f (E). The core of the transformation is the function unf 1X. It unfolds a given BPP variable X by one level; more precisely, it recursively generates a net fragment that represents the defining ENF expression E of X . The events of this net fragment correspond to the transitions of E , and thereby to the base expressions of E . The event corresponding to the base expression t:X i has one postcondition labelled by X i . The preplaces of the events reflect the nesting of choice and parallel merge of their corresponding base expressions within E .
The function unf old uses unf 1X to extend a partial unfolding N in breadthfirst manner level by level, i. e. it unfolds each condition of N by one level, and then calls itself recursively.
Usually the unfolding of a BPP E will be infinite, and our transformation will not terminate. Then we define U n f (E) to be the obvious infinite object. More precisely, we could have defined a notion of branching processes for BPP, shown that the set of all branching processes of a given BPP E forms a complete lattice, and then defined U n f (E) as the maximal element of the lattice (Analogously to Engelfriet's definition of the unfolding of a P/T net in [11] .).
Petri Net Representation.
Note that U n f (E) is indeed a labelled occurrence net. If we equip this net with a suitable initial marking, we gain a Petri net representation for BPP based on possibly infinitary 1-safe Petri nets. Formally, we define the representation of a BPP E as a 1-safe Petri net by:
This characterization is interesting since the well-known one-to-one correspondence between BPP and communication-free Petri nets [12] relies on the existence of a full standard normal form for every BPP, and is therefore only valid in the interleaving world. In [13] following [16] it has been suggested that there is still a way to represent BPP as communication-free nets: one can introduce silent transitions to model the nesting of choice and parallel merge.
Every reachable marking of P N (E) corresponds to an ENF expression E , which can easily be determined by looking at the net and the defining equations of E. On the other hand, every ENF expression E can be viewed as the marking U n f (E). In the following we will make use of these correspondences; sometimes we consider an expression as a marking, or view a marking as a process expression.
BPP Processes.
Having defined the unfolding of a BPP, it is straightforward to define a notion of partial order run for BPP. Similar to [13] we simply take subnets of U n f (E)
Froschle newC() --get a new unused condition newE() --get a new unused event unf1X(X: a variable of E) --unfold the variable X of E by one level transExpr(E: a ENF expression) --translate the ENF expression E into a net fragment, --we assume that the net composition functions --use newC and newE so as to avoid conflicting ids.
where E is the defining expression of X . end unf1X unfold(N : a partial unfolding)
--further unfold a partial unfolding N , breadth first
where e is the one event such that e 2 p i .
Froschle satisfying special conditions. Formally, we define a process of a BPP E to be a finite subnet of U n f (E), such that = U n f (E), and every condition of has at most one output event in . We consider processes only up to isomorphism.
We define the initial process of a BPP E by 0 (E) = ( U n f (E) fg fg l U n f (E) U n f (E) ).
Let E be an ENF expression and = ft 1 : : : t n g T(E), such that for
0 , where w = t 1 : : : t n . Then we denote the process of E that corresponds to the occurrence of by pr(E ). If we want the result to be a process of we write pr (E ). When is a singleton ftg, we write pr(E t ), and pr (E t ), respectively .
If we have a process such that t ! M 0 for some t, M 0 , we write t ! 0 , where 0 is the process extended by the occurrence of t.
Let 1 and 2 be two processes such that 1 and 2 correspond to the same ENF expression. Then we can compose 1 and 2 in the obvious way. We denote the result by 1 2 . In the context of a process , we shall often refer to the events corresponding to a set of transitions by the transitions themselves, if this can be done without causing ambiguity.
Plain and Hereditary History-Preserving Bisimulation
For the definition of plain and hereditary HPB we need even more definitions. The pomset definitions follow the presentation in [17] .
Pomsets.
A pomset is a labelled partial order. It is a tuple p = ( E p < p L p l p ), where E p is a set of events, < p a partial order relation on E p , L p is a set of labels, and l p a labelling function l p : E p ! L p .
A function f is an isomorphism between pomset p and pomset q iff f : E p ! E q is a bijection, such that we have l p = l q f, and e < p e 0 iff f(e) < q f(e 0 ) for all e e 0 2 E p .
Let be a process of a BPP E. The pomset of is defined as pom( ) = ( E E E I m a g e (l E (l E )) l E (l E )).
Conventions.
For a triple ( E F f ) where E is a process of an ENF expression E, F a process of an ENF expression F, and f a pomset isomorphism between pom( E ) and pom( F ), we use as short notation. In the context of such a triple , we write t for a pair of transitions (t E t F ) when we have f(e t E ) = e t F , where e t E , e t F denote the events corresponding to the last occurrences of t E , t F in pom( E ), pom( F ). 
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Similarly, whenever we have a set 2 P (T(E) T(F)) we use E to denote the set ft E j (t E t F ) 2 for some t F g, and we use F analogously.
We employ analogous conventions for the net compositions 'jj' and ' ', and the functions pr and pr .
Definition of Plain and Hereditary History-Preserving Bisimulation.
Here comes the definition of plain and hereditary history-preserving bisimulation. 
Decidability of History-Preserving Bisimilarity for BPP
Let us begin with the introduction of a concept that is crucial for the proof. In [5] Castellani introduces a non-interleaving semantics based on the principle of distribution. To reflect that concurrent processes are situated at different locations, a transition in her distributed transition systems leads to a compound residual, consisting of a local residual and a concurrent residual. The local residual describes the remaining behaviour of the locality where the action took place, whereas the concurrent residual represents the unaffected behaviour of the localities that have not been involved in the action performance. The parallel composition of the two residuals constitutes the global remaining behaviour.
In our partial order semantics we can split the system behaviour that remains after the execution of an action a into two parallel components just as well. Then one component describes the remaining behaviour that is dependent on a, whereas the other stands for the remaining behaviour independent of a. We call these components the local and parallel remainder of the corresponding expression E. For ENF expressions we can define these entities with respect to a transition t as follows. Definition 3.1 Let E be an ENF expression, and let t be a transition enabled at E, 
We establish the decidability of HPB for BPP by means of a tableau system. As we shall see our proof is very similar to [7] where the tableau technique has been employed to establish the decidability of distributed bisimilarity for BPP.
A tableau system is a goal-directed proof scheme: to prove that two given systems E = (fX i def = E i : i = 1 2 : : : n g l E ) and F = (fY j def = F j : j = 1 2 : : : m g l F ) are equivalent one starts with the goal X 1 = Y 1 and builds from this root node a proof tree. This is done by applying proof rules to obtain subgoals according to the structure of the expressions. The proof rules are in turn applied to the subgoals, and this process is repeated until a node is recognized as a terminal node. Terminal nodes can either be successful or unsuccessful. We say a tableau is successful iff it is finite and all its terminals are successful.
Let us introduce some standard tableau terminology as it can be found e. g. in [9] . We denote a tableau with the root labelled "X = Y " by T(X = Y ). We use the letter to designate paths through a tableau, and the letter n to denote nodes of a tableau. When we want to indicate the label of a node n we write n : E = F.
Now we present our tableau system for HPB. Figure 2 gives the proof rules.
Note that our rules only cover goals of the form "X i = Y j " or "E = F", where E and F are ENF expressions. This is sufficient since we start the tableau with a node of the first form, and our rules only generate subgoals of either form. This is obvious for Rec, and the first half of subgoals of Match. It also becomes clear for the second half of subgoals when one remembers that parallelR only outputs expressions in ENF.
flocalR(E t E ) = localR(F f(t E ))g 8t E 2T (E) flocalR(E g (t F )) = localR(F t F )g 8t F 2T (F ) fparallelR(E t E ) = parallelR(F f(t E ))g 8t E 2T (E) fparallelR(E g (t F )) = parallelR(F t F )g 8t F 2T (F ) where f : T 
(E) ! T(F) g : T(F) ! T(E)
such that the functions g and f are label-preserving, i. e. forall t E 2 T(E) we have l E (t E ) = l F (f(t E )) and similar for g.
Fig. 2. Tableau Rules for HPB
The terminal conditions of our tableau system are as follows. A node n : label is a successful terminal if one of the following conditions holds:
(ii) label = \X = Y ", and there is an ancestor node n a above n in the tableau such that n a is labelled with "X = Y " as well. A node n : label is an unsuccessful terminal if the following condition holds: (i) label = \E = F", where E and F are ENF expressions, and a pair of functions f and g as required by rule Match does not exist.
It is no problem to check the latter condition. Since we only deal with finitebranching systems we can simply do so by exhaustive search.
In the following we prove finiteness, completeness and soundness for our tableau system. Altogether this will establish the decidability of HPB.
Lemma 3.2 (Finiteness) Every tableau for two given BPP systems is finite. Furthermore, for two given BPP systems the number of possible tableaux is finite.
Proof. Let E = (fX i def = E i : i = 1 2 : : : n g l E ) and F = (fY j def = F j : j = 1 2 : : : m g l F ) be two given BPP in ENF. Assume to the contrary an infinite tableau T(X 1 = Y 1 ). Since we consider only guarded BPP any tableau will be finite-branching, so we can apply König's lemma and assume an infinite path through the tableau. It is easy to see that any infinite path must contain an infinite number of instantiations of the rule Rec. But this immediately leads to a contradiction. There are only n variables in E and m variables in F. Thus, we only have Froschle m n different nodes of the form X i = Y j at our disposal, and after at most m n instances of Rec we hit a terminal node by the second condition for successful terminals.
This observation also establishes an upper bound on every tableau for given E and F. Thus, clearly there can be only finitely many different tableaux.
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Before we proceed to the proof of completeness we need to establish the following essential lemma. 
Lemma 3.3 (Forward Soundness of Match)
It is also obvious that E can be broken down into the two parallel components E l and E p , and similarly F can be decomposed into F l and F p .
In any HPB containing the tuple ( E F f ), any future behaviour of E l has to be matched by behaviour of F l , and vice versa. Similarly, any behaviour of E p has to be matched by F p , and also the other way around. Only then can it be ensured that the matching reflects the partial ordering correctly. But this amounts to the existence of two HPBs, one relating E l and F l , and the other relating E p and F p .
The second part of the lemma follows from a symmetrical argument. The tableau rules are forward sound in the following sense. If we apply a rule to a pair of history-preserving bisimilar expressions, we can always find a rule instantiation such that the expressions related by the subgoals of the rule are historypreserving bisimilar as well. This is obvious for rule Rec, and immediately follows for rule Match from lemma 3.3.
Thus, starting from the root we can build a tableau such that every node relates two expressions that are history-preserving bisimilar. Since every tableau is finite, this construction will surely terminate. It is easy to see that two expressions that are related by unsuccessful terminal nodes cannot be history-preserving bisimilar, so each terminal node will be successful. Hence, we have proved that there indeed exists a successful tableau.
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For the proof of soundness we give an alternative definition of HPB based on bisimulation approximations. (iv) Vice versa.
For two expressions E and F, we write E n H P B F iff there is a HPB approximation of degree n relating them.
With the standard argument we get the following characterization of HPB.
Lemma 3.6 For image-finite systems we have
Now we can state the essential lemma for soundness. 
Lemma 3.7 (Backwards Soundness of Match)
Proof.
Imagine we are given label-preserving functions f : T(E) ! T(F) and g : T(F) ! T(E), and two families of HPB approximations of degree n, the family fH (t E t F )lR g (t E t F )2f g relating the pairs localR(E t E ) and localR(F t F ), and the family fH (t E t F )pR g (t E t F )2f g relating the pairs parallelR(E t E ) and parallelR(F t F ). The existence of these entities is guaranteed by the assumption of the lemma.
We shall now construct a HPB approximation of degree n + 1 for E and F based on these entities.
First we prefix all joint processes of the H (t E t F )lR with the tuple corresponding to the occurrence of the pair (t E t F ). This gives us a family of sets fH 0 (t E t F )lR g, each defined by H 0 (t E t F )lR = fpr ((E F) (t E t F )) j 2 H (t E t F )lR g: Froschle Now we define, H = fpr((E F) ( ))g f l jj p j l 2 H 0 (t E t F )lR and p 2 H (t E t F )pR for some (t E t F ) 2 
f gg
It is easy to check that H is indeed a HPB approximation of degree n+1relating E and F. 2 Note that the tableau rules are backwards sound w. r. t. . If we have a rule instantiation such that the related expressions of each subgoal are historypreserving bisimilar of approximation n, then the expressions related by the premise must be history-preserving bisimilar of approximation n, as well. This is obvious for the rule Rec and follows for Match from lemma 3.7. Lemma 3.7 actually gives us a strengthening: the ENF expressions related by the premise must be historypreserving bisimilar of approximation n + 1 .
Thus, in our assumed tableau we can trace a path such that 6 k H P B for the related expressions and of each node. While tracing this path we can mark each node with the least l such that n H P B for all n < l and 6 n H P B for all n l. Note that the sequence of these measures along is strictly decreasing due to instantiations of Match. Now consider the terminal node n t of . Since the tableau is successful it must be a successful terminal, i. e. it is labelled by "0 = 0", or by "X = Y " and we have an ancestor node n a labelled by "X = Y " as well. The first case cannot be possible since clearly 0 H P B 0. So let us consider the second case. Let k nt be the measure of n t , and k na the measure of n a respectively. Observe that there must be an instantiation of Match between n a and n t on our path , and hence we have k nt < k na . But this is clearly a contradiction. 2
With the above results the decidability of HPB is straightforward. By soundness and completeness we only have to check whether there exists a successful tableau. Since there is only a finite number of tableaux for any two given BPPs we can simply do this by exhaustive search.
Theorem 3.9
History-preserving bisimilarity is decidable for BPP.
Coincidence of History-Preserving Bisimilarity and Distributed Bisimilarity for BPP
Distributed bisimulation [5, 6] is the natural notion of bisimulation corresponding to Castellani's distributed transition semantics. It refines classical bisimulation by requiring that local residuals and concurrent residuals are related separately. The definition is based on the distributed transition relation, which is given via operational semantics. We shall not give the corresponding SOS rules here but we derive distributed transitions from our occurrence net semantics, i. e. we make use of our notation E t E ! (E l E p ). Note that it would be a straightforward task to show that the transition relation thus defined indeed coincides with the distributed transition relation of [5] .
(ii) Vice versa.
We say two ENF expressions are distributed bisimilar iff there is a distributed bisimulation relating them.
It follows directly from the definition that the tableau rules for HPB are forward and backwards sound for distributed bisimulation. Hence, the tableau provides a decision procedure for distributed bisimilarity just as well, which immediately establishes the coincidence of the two notions for BPP.
Theorem 4.2 History-preserving bisimilarity and distributed bisimilarity coincide for BPP.
So it is not surprising that the tableau is very similar to the one employed in Christensen's proof of the decidability of distributed bisimilarity. The major new ingredient in the proof for HPB are the lemmas for forward and backwards soundness of Match. They prove that for BPP the distributed and the partial order view are equivalent.
Our technical framework is slightly different. This comes from the fact that Christensen makes use of his BPP standard normal form, where every defining expression is of the form P n i j=1 a ij : ij b ij such that each ij , ij is a parallel merge of variables. The left merge operator b acts like the usual parallel merge under the constraint that the first action must come from the left process. So, due to the use of this normal form the local and concurrent residuals are already separated out in the process expressions of Christensen's tableau rules.
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Decidablity of Hereditary History-Preserving Bisimilarity for BPP
As in section 3 we start with the introduction of a notion that is crucial for our proof. From an ENF expression E we can easily read which maximal steps of parallel actions one can take from E. This concept is formally captured in the following definition. A set mcl E T(E) is a maximal independence clique of E iff mcl E is an independence clique, and mcl E is maximal, in the sense that adding any other transition would violate the first condition.
We denote the set of independence cliques of E by Cliques(E), and the set of maximal independence cliques of E by M C l i q u e s (E).
In the following we will use the word clique as an abbreviation for independence clique.
Again, we employ the tableau technique to prove our result. The tableau rules can be found in figure 3 . The rule Match is now more complicated. It reflects the idea behind the proof: we match all the possible maximal cliques of two related ENF expressions E and F in one step. This makes it possible to impose conditions on the matching of the transitions of E and F that ensure that the backtracking requirement is satisfied within the range of this match. If we additionally make sure that whenever the same pair of transitions is matched we use the same matching for the corresponding local components, then the backtracking condition will be globally satisfied.
Our terminal conditions are very similar to the ones of the tableau for HPB. A node n : label is a successful terminal if one of the following conditions holds: (i) label = \ 0 = 0".
(ii) label = \X = Y ", and there is an ancestor node n a above n in the tableau such that n a is labelled with "X = Y " as well. A node n : label is an unsuccessful terminal if the following condition holds: (i) label = \E = F", where E and F are ENF expressions, and a family of bijections B as required by rule Match does not exist. Now we establish forward and backwards soundness of the rule Match. For the proofs of finiteness, completeness and soundness we can then use exactly the same arguments as in the corresponding proofs of the previous section. Condition (3a) follows immediately when considering that H is a HPB, and therefore must contain matches for all possible behaviour of E. Surely it contains matches for the maximal cliques of E. For condition (3b) consider that in any HPB each maximal clique of F has to be matched to a maximal clique of E (by an argument similar to the one used for condition (1)). Of course, H contains matches for the maximal cliques of F , and together with the previous observation this implies (3b).
To check condition (4a) imagine we have 2 P (T(E) T (F)) such that lo c a lR(F t F ). Proof. Imagine we are given a family of bijections B = ff i g as required, and a family of HHPB approximations of degree n, fH (t E t F ) g (t E t F )2 S f i , where each H (t E t F ) relates the processes localR(E t E ) and localR(F t F ). We shall construct a HHPB approximation of degree n + 1 for E and F , based on this family of n approximations.
First we attach the tuples of each H (t E t F ) to the process corresponding to the occurrence of (t E t F ). This results in a family of sets fH 0 (t E t F ) g, each defined by H 0 (t E t F ) = fpr ((E F ) (t E t F )) j 2 H (t E t F ) g: H = fpr(parallelR((E F ) ) ( )) jj t 1 jj t 2 jj : : : jj tn j = ft 1 t 2 : : : t n g f i for some f i and t k 2 H 0 t k for each k 2 f 1 : : : n gg
where parallelR is the function of the previous section generalized to cliques of transitions (and used analogously to the conventions described in section 2). It is straightforward to check that H is indeed a HHPB approximation of degree n + 1 .2
We can now proceed analogously to the proof of the decidability of HPB. Finiteness of our tableau system can be established following the proof of lemma 3.2. With the two lemmas 5.2 and 5.4, completeness and soundness can be proved by using the arguments of the lemmas 3.4 and 3.8. Again, the decidability of HHPB follows from these three properties of our tableau system.
Theorem 5.5 Hereditary history-preserving bisimilarity is decidable for BPP.
Final Remarks
First of all, the concept of ENF needs further development. We have already seen a net representation of BPPs in ENF using possibly infinitary 1-safe Petri nets. It would be nice to have a finite net representation based on P/T nets, such that the unfolding of a P/T net characterization would coincide with the unfolding of the BPP it represents. There is an obvious way of how a BPP in ENF can be translated into a P/T net. However, the unfolding of the P/T net does not coincide with the unfolding of the BPP (although, the two unfoldings are probably equivalent under HHPB).
Regarding the proofs of the decidability of plain and hereditary HPB there are mainly two points left for further investigation. One is to establish the complexity of our decision procedures. The other point is to compare the proof of plain HPB given in this paper to the proof of the decidability of causal bisimulation in [22] .
Finally, let me remark that HPB and HHPB coincide for BPP in full standard form [14] . However, this is not the case for the entire class of BPP, as it is shown by example 1.7 of [3] . 4 which drew my attention to the coincidence of distributed and history-preserving bisimilarity.
